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I. Introduction

Social behavior among invertebrates ranges from the asexual through social (parent–offspring association) to the most complex of eusocial societies (overlap of generations, reproductive division of labor, cooperative brood care) (E. O. Wilson, 1971). The taxonomic, physiological, and ecological diversity provide ample material for comparative studies of behavior. Because parental behavior is widely dispersed taxonomically, the invertebrates represent numerous independent experiments in the evolution of the parental lifestyle. Comparative analyses should thus permit invertebrate biologists to address several questions that are inaccessible to vertebrate biologists. Unfortunately, our present understanding of parental care in invertebrates is limited. This has occurred both because of the overwhelming diversity of invertebrates and because social behavior often was studied as a pretest for understanding advanced sociality.

The natural history and ecological correlates of invertebrate parental behavior have been adequately covered by previous reviewers. Excellent compilations of the natural history of parental care (with an emphasis on the insects) appear in E. O. Wilson (1971), Hinton (1981), Eickwort (1981), and in Preston-Mafham and Preston-Mafham (1990). Since E. O. Wilson’s (1975) interest in the evolutionary prime movers of parental behavior, the ecological and behavioral correlates of parental care among invertebrates have also been reviewed extensively (R. L. Smith, 1980; Thornhill and Alcock, 1985; Tannam, 1984; Zeh and Smith, 1985; Tannam and Wood, 1986; Tannam, 1994). After reviewing these prime movers, I review two additional areas: the physiological and behavioral mechanisms that control the onset, intensity, and termination of parental care; and the use of invertebrates to address parental care theory. This approach is taken to demonstrate that mechanistic studies of invertebrate parental behavior will provide insight as well as experimental tools for ecologists, to fill gaps in the coverage...
"In the United States, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010 was enacted primarily to provide health insurance coverage to individuals and families who lack access to affordable health insurance. The ACA aims to expand access to affordable health insurance through several provisions, including the establishment of state-based health insurance exchanges, the expansion of Medicaid eligibility, and the creation of tax credits for individuals and families.
After ovulation, the ovary of E. ovata atrophies and is replaced by a new follicle. This process is regulated by the pituitary hormone, which triggers the release of gonadotropins. The new follicle begins to grow and develop into a secondary follicle. During this time, the follicle secretes estrogen, which stimulates the development of the endometrium.

This process continues until the end of the month, when the follicle becomes mature and ovulation occurs. After ovulation, the remaining follicle, now called the corpus luteum, secretes progesterone, which prepares the endometrium for potential implantation of a fertilized egg. If pregnancy does not occur, the corpus luteum degenerates, leading to withdrawal bleeding and the end of the menstrual cycle.
B. Externally, stems of Oryzae are by far the most highly infested of all. The infestation occurs in the early stages of tillering, the young tillers being heavily infested. As the tillers grow, the number of insects decreases, and they are found in the upper parts of the plant. The infestation is controlled by irrigating the field and spraying with insecticides.

C. The presence of 1-2 parent's infesting in the panicles and ears at flowering stage is very significant. The number of infested panicles and ears increases with the number of parent's infesting. The infestation is controlled by spraying the panicles and ears with insecticides.

D. The infestation is also controlled by the use of resistant varieties of rice. The infestation is controlled by using varieties that are resistant to the infestation.
Competition among the Hymenoptera (Evens, 1956; Altman, 1964) in receiving and storing food is thought to be a contributing factor in the development of cooperative behavior. Young females, when they find a food source, may form a group to store it. The group may then fly to another source and attack a female that is alone. This cooperative behavior, however, is not seen in all species. Some species are able to store food with only one female present. The food stored is usually small insects or pollen. The cooperative behavior seen in some species is thought to be an adaptation to the environment. The group may be able to store more food than a single female could. This may be an advantage in areas where food is scarce.

According to Altman (1964), the ability to store food in groups is related to the availability of food. Species that live in areas with a constant food supply are more likely to form groups. Species that live in areas with a variable food supply are less likely to form groups. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that some species are able to store food in groups, while others are not. The ability to store food in groups may be an adaptation to the environment. The group may be able to store more food than a single female could. This may be an advantage in areas where food is scarce.

The hypothesis is supported by the fact that some species are able to store food in groups, while others are not. The ability to store food in groups may be an adaptation to the environment. The group may be able to store more food than a single female could. This may be an advantage in areas where food is scarce.

The hypothesis is supported by the fact that some species are able to store food in groups, while others are not. The ability to store food in groups may be an adaptation to the environment. The group may be able to store more food than a single female could. This may be an advantage in areas where food is scarce.

The hypothesis is supported by the fact that some species are able to store food in groups, while others are not. The ability to store food in groups may be an adaptation to the environment. The group may be able to store more food than a single female could. This may be an advantage in areas where food is scarce.
Because parental care is costly, parents are expected to invest in their own young. The decision to provide care among the parental species is termed the "parental care". The decision is influenced by various factors, including the environmental conditions and the costs and benefits of providing care. The costs of parental care include the time and energy spent in rearing offspring, which can reduce the parents' ability to engage in other activities that may contribute to their own survival and reproduction.

Ethological models of parental care predict that parents should provide care only when the benefits to the offspring outweigh the costs to the parents. This prediction is supported by empirical studies that have shown that parents are more likely to provide care when the benefits to the offspring are high and the costs of providing care are low.

In some cases, parental care may be provided by both parents, as in the case of cooperative breeding, where two or more individuals work together to raise offspring. In other cases, parental care may be provided by a single parent, as in the case of monogamous species where only one parent is involved in rearing the offspring.

The decision to provide care is also influenced by the social environment in which the species lives. In general, species that live in social groups are more likely to provide care than solitary species. This is because the social environment provides opportunities for shared care, which can reduce the costs to individual parents.

In conclusion, the decision to provide care among the parental species is a complex one that is influenced by various factors, including the environmental conditions, the costs and benefits of providing care, and the social environment in which the species lives. Ethological models of parental care provide a useful framework for understanding this decision, and empirical studies have shown that these models are supported by empirical data.
The timing of desertion may not be distributed conti-

uently (Lambert and Macthale, 1980). It is not affected by the size of the young (Lambert and Mac-
thale, 1980). The presence of young in the nest also affects the probability of desertion. Female

generally cease laying after the first 12 eggs have been laid, and they abandon the nest when the

young are approximately 10 days old (Kishi, 1971). The presence of young in the nest is correlated

with increased parental care and decreased nesting success (Lambert and Macthale, 1980).

The term of care may occur in discrete points in the following manner: the first 12 eggs are laid, and

the nest is abandoned when the young are approximately 10 days old (Kishi, 1971). The

presence of young in the nest is correlated with increased parental care and decreased nesting success

(Lambert and Macthale, 1980).
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The Costs of Parental Care

Organisms have physiological resources that can be devoted to the evolution of mechanisms to reduce the costs of providing care. Young of the neocortex, for example, receive maternal care at an early age. Because such care can also be provided by the mother, the species that have evolved the highest levels of maternal care are the ones that have evolved the highest levels of parental care from the mother. Behavioural responses to maternal care are often employed among mammalian species to differentially reward alloparental care. For example, in many species, maternal care is the ground when released, and social learning is the form of feedback during social learning. The primary role of maternal care is to ensure that offspring are fed and cared for.
PARENTAL CARE IN INSECTA.

A. Contrary to expectation, male care is not associated with high certainty of paternity in uniparental care, because the exclusive, high certainty of paternity is usually only in copulation prior to copulation (Kemp and Callard, 1970). Males also contribute to the exclusive, high certainty of paternity, but by a different mechanism. The male's contribution is through a unique behavior and ecological investment in the care of the offspring. When male care is exclusive, it is often referred to as 'exclusive male care.'

B. In contrast, with uniparental care, male care is not associated with high certainty of paternity in the offspring. The exclusive, high certainty of paternity is usually only in copulation prior to copulation (Kemp and Callard, 1970). Males also contribute to the exclusive, high certainty of paternity, but by a different mechanism. The male's contribution is through a unique behavior and ecological investment in the care of the offspring. When male care is exclusive, it is often referred to as 'exclusive male care.'
Parental care in Neotropical birds

...and which may result from geographical variation in habitat structure (Larrión and Rodríguez, 1991). For example, in the case of the black-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus erythropthalmus), the male mates with more than one female, and the females may rear their young independently. However, in the case of the northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos), the male may accompany the female during the nesting period, and the female may feed on the male's regurgitated food. These differences in parental care may be associated with differences in social organization and mating systems. (Feeney, 1971).
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of experimental material, however, male and female, have similar psychological reactions and may share similar parental care. The difference in the costs of rearing offspring appears to be significant for shaping parental care in a particular group after the maternal care phase. Such studies can be extended to the discussion of whether male care, the potential for predation of parental adoption, is most significant for shaping parental care in a particular group after the maternal care phase.
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